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Achievable error exponents of data compression with quantum side information

and communication over symmetric classical-quantum channels

Joseph M. Renes

Institute for Theoretical Physics, ETH Zürich, 8093 Zürich, Switzerland

A fundamental quantity of interest in Shannon theory, classical or quantum, is the optimal error ex-

ponent of a given channel W and rate R: the constant EpW,Rq which governs the exponential decay of

decoding error when using ever larger codes of fixed rate R to communicate over ever more (memory-

less) instances of a given channel W . Here I show that a bound by Hayashi [CMP 333, 335 (2015)]

for an analogous quantity in privacy amplification implies a lower bound on the error exponent of com-

munication over symmetric classical-quantum channels. The resulting bound matches Dalai’s [IEEE TIT

59, 8027 (2013)] sphere-packing upper bound for rates above a critical value, and reproduces the well-

known classical result for symmetric channels. The argument proceeds by first relating the error exponent

of privacy amplification to that of compression of classical information with quantum side information,

which gives a lower bound that matches the sphere-packing upper bound of Cheng et al. [IEEE TIT 67,

902 (2021)]. In turn, the polynomial prefactors to the sphere-packing bound found by Cheng et al. may

be translated to the privacy amplification problem, sharpening a recent result by Li, Yao, and Hayashi

[arXiv:2111.01075 [quant-ph]], at least for linear randomness extractors.

1 Introduction

When communicating over a classical channel W at a rate R below the capacity, a good code will have a

decoding error probability which decays exponentially in the blocklength of the code. The optimal decay is

characterized by the error exponent, the largest EpW,Rq such that the probability of error scales as 2´n EpW,Rq

for blocklengths n Ñ 8. This quantity is also known as the reliability function. Nearly matching lower and

upper bounds on the error exponent for classical channels were first established by the lower bounds of Fano

[1] and Gallager [2] and the sphere-packing upper bound of Shannon, Gallager, and Berlekamp [3]. The

bounds match precisely for rates above a certain critical value.

Less is known about error exponents of channels with a classical input but quantum output (CQ chan-

nels). Burnashev and Holevo initiated the study of the error exponent and found a lower bound on the

error exponent for the case that the channel has pure state outputs [4, 5]. Further bounds were given by

Hayashi [6, 7] and Dalai [8]. Upper bounds on the error exponent were given by Winter [9] and Dalai [10],

with follow-up work by them in [11, 12]. Further refinements to the bound for finite-blocklength were made

by Cheng, Hsieh, and Tomamichel [13]. Notably, the sphere-packing bound of Dalai follows [3] and shows

that the setting of CQ channels also encompasses Lovász’ bound on the zero-error capacity of a channel [14].

The reliability of error correction has long been known to be related to the secrecy of privacy ampli-

fication in the quantum setting. This relation is exploited in security proofs of quantum key distribution

in [15, 16], for instance. In [17] I showed a precise relation between the average decoding error probability

when using a linear code for communication over a CQ channel and a particular security parameter of an

associated linear extraction function employed for privacy amplification of a certain “dual” CQ state. The

security parameter is measured in terms of the fidelity (or equivalently, purified distance) to the nearest

ideal output. This indicates that the error exponents of the two tasks are identical, at least when employing

linear codes or linear extractors, respectively. As in the case of channel coding, there exist privacy amplifi-

cation protocols such that the security parameter decays exponentially; Hayashi provides a lower bound on

the exponent in [18]. Recently, a nearly matching upper bound on the exponent was established in [19],

which agrees with that lower bound for protocols operating above a critical rate.

In this paper I show that the results of [17] and [18] together imply a lower bound on the error ex-

ponent for coding over CQ channels which, for suitably symmetric channels, matches the sphere-packing

upper bound of Dalai [10]. Strangely, then, the current tightest random coding argument for CQ channels
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in the sense of the error exponent actually comes from analysis of privacy amplification (at least for sym-

metric channels)! The more immediate relation in [17] is between privacy amplification and compression

of classical data relative to quantum side information, which gives a lower bound on the error exponent

of compression which matches the sphere-packing upper bound found by Cheng et al. [20]. Furthermore,

their sphere-packing bound can be translated into an upper bound on the exponential decay of the security

parameter for privacy amplification based on linear extractors, which tightens the results of [19]. Hence the

problem of determining the exponent of the security parameter at very low rates does have a combinatorial

nature, as speculated in [19], as it is inherited from the combinatorial nature of the coding error exponent

at low rates.

2 Mathematical setup

2.1 Entropies

To establish these results first requires some preliminary mathematical setup. Recall the Umegaki relative

entropy of two quantum states ρ and σ is given by Dpρ,σq “ Trrρplogρ ´ logσqs. Here log denotes the

base two logarithm throughout. We require two versions of the Rényi relative entropy, one by Petz and the

other the minimal version in a certain sense (see Tomamichel [21] for an overview). The Petz version of the

Rényi relative entropy of order α is

D̄αpρ,σq “ 1
α´1 log Trrρασ1´αs , (1)

while the minimal (or “sandwiched”) version is

rDαpρ,σq “ 1
α´1 log Trrpσ

1´α
2α ρσ

1´α
2α qαs . (2)

Observe that rD1{2pρ,σq “ ´ log Fpρ,σq2, where Fpρ,σq “ }ρ
1{2σ

1{2}1 is the fidelity. It is known that

limαÑ1
rDαpρ,σq “ Dpρ,σq and that α ÞÑ rDαpρ,σq is monotonically increasing [22] (in fact, the same

holds for D̄α). Thus, we immediately have the bound

Fpρ,σq2 ě 2´Dpρ,σq . (3)

From these two relative entropy quantities we can define two conditional entropies of a bipartite state

ρAB which will be of use to us, as follows:

H̄Ò
αpA|Bqρ “ max

σB

r´D̄αpρAB,1A bσBqs , (4)

rHÓ
αpA|Bqρ “ ´rDαpρAB,1A bρBq . (5)

The optimal σ‹
B in (4) is known from the quantum Sibson identity [23]: For all αě 0,

σ‹
B “

pTrArραABsq
1{α

TrrpTrArραABsq1{αs
. (6)

2.2 Duality

The two conditional entropies are dual in the sense that, for any pure state ρABC [24],

H̄Ò
α

pA|Bqρ “ ´ rHÓ
1{α

pA|Cqρ . (7)

The relative entropy is self-dual. Entropy duality implies entropic uncertainty relations between conjugate

observables [25]. For a d-level quantum system A, let t|zyuzPZd
be an arbitrary basis, and define the observ-

ables ZA “
ř

zPZd
ωz |zy xz| with ω “ e2πi{d and XA “

ř
xPZd

|x ` 1y xx |, where addition inside the ket is
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modulo d . Abusing notation somewhat, we also denote the random variables associated with the measure-

ment outcomes of the observables by ZA and XA, respectively. We denote the elements of eigenbasis of XA

by | x̃y. For any quantum state ρABC we then have

H̄Ò
αpZA|Bqρ ` rHÓ

1{α
pXA|Cqρ ě log d , (8)

H̄Ò
αpXA|Cqρ ` rHÓ

1{α
pZA|Bqρ ě log d . (9)

In fact, these inequalities are saturated for certain quantum states, as detailed in [17]. In particular, for pure

states of the form

|ψyAA1BC “
ÿ

zPZd

b
PZ pzq |zyA |zyA1 |ϕpzqyBC (10)

with arbitrary probability distribution PZ and pure states |ϕpzqyBC we have

H̄Ò
αpZA|Bqψ ` rHÓ

1{α
pXA|A1Cqψ “ log d . (11)

Similarly, with |ψ1yAA1BC “
ř

xPZd

a
PX pxq | x̃yA |xyA1 |θpxqyBC we have

H̄Ò
α

pXA|Cqψ1 ` rHÓ
1{α

pZA|A1Bqψ1 “ log d . (12)

These equalities also hold for the usual von Neumann conditional entropy.

These entropy equalities and others defined using similar entropy quantities also extend to n-fold copies

of the state ψ, with observables X n
A and Zn

A , as well as to outputs of linear functions acting on these random

variables (see [17] for more details). In particular, suppose that f̌ : Zn
d

Ñ Zm
d

is a surjective linear function

and d prime. Then there exists another linear function f̂ : Zn
d

Ñ Zn´m
d

such that the function f : z ÞÑ f̌ pzq‘

f̂ pzq is invertible, where ‘ denotes the direct sum of the vectors. Define Ž “ f̌ pZn
A q “

ř
znPZn

d
| f̌ pznqy x f̌ pznq|

and similarly Ẑ “ f̂ pZn
A q, which are observables or random variables on m and n ´ m systems, respectively.

The action of f̌ and f̂ can be extended to the conjugate basis by making use of the unitary representation

of the invertible f itself. Being linear, f has a matrix representation as f pzq “ Mz, and so we have

U f | x̃ny “
ÿ

z

| f pznqy xzn| x̃ny “ 1

dn{2

ÿ

zn

ωxn¨zn

|Mzny “ 1

dn{2

ÿ

zn

ωxn¨M´1pznq |zny

“ 1

dn{2

ÿ

zn

ωpM´1qT xn¨zn

|zny “ | ČpM´1qT xny .
(13)

Letting the action x ÞÑ pM´1qT x define the function g, the first m outputs define ǧ and the latter n ´ m ĝ.

Then, in an abuse of notation, set X̂ “ ĝpX nq and X̌ “ ǧpX nq. For the state |ψyÂǍA1nBnCn “ pU f qA |ψybn
AA1BC

, a

different version of the entropy uncertainty relation is given by [17, Theorem 3]:

PguesspẐ |Bn ŽqΨ “ max
σ

FpΨX̂ A1nCn ,πX̂ bσA1nCnq2 . (14)

Here PguesspẐ |Bn ŽqΨ is the optimal average probability of guessing Ẑ by making a measurement on Bn and

using the value of Ž .

This quantity is relevant to the task of data compression of Zn relative to Bn by a linear compression

function f̌ , as precisely f̌ pZnq and Bn will be available at the decompressor. Only Ẑ remains to be determined

by the decompressor. Meanwhile, the quantity on the righthand side is a security parameter in privacy

amplification of X n relative to side information held in A1nCn, by means of the linear randomness extractor

ĝ. In the language of error correction, if the function f̌ is specified by the m ˆ n check matrix H, so that

f pzq “ Hz and f is the syndrome function associated to the code, then ĝ is specified using an associated

pn´ mqˆ n generator matrix G which satisfies HGT “ 0 by ĝpxq “ Gx . Note that this is the opposite matrix

action to the encoding function of the associated linear error-correcting code, which is the map b ÞÑ bG for

b P Zn´m
d

; instead, ĝ is the syndrome function of the dual code.
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3 Error exponents

3.1 Data compression with quantum side information

Using (14) we can convert a lower bound on the error exponent of privacy amplification from [18] into a

lower bound on the error exponent for compression with side information. The compression task is specified

by the CQ state ψZAB from (10), namely
ř

z PZpzq |zy xz|A b ϕBpzq. Dual to this, in the sense above, is the

privacy amplification problem specified by the state ψXAA1C , where the goal is to extract randomness from

XA whose value is independent of the quantum states in A1C . Equation (33) of [18] gives a bound on the

security parameter if ĝ is chosen randomly from a 2-universal family of hash functions. One choice of such

hash functions, as noted therein, are surjective linear functions based on Toeplitz matrices. Specifically, it

is shown that for rates RPA “ log dpn ´ mq{n ă HpXA|A1Cqψ (measured in bits), the exponent of the relative

entropy as security parameter satisfies

lim
nÑ8

´1
n log DpΨX̂A1nCn ,πX̂ bσA1nCnq ě max

αPr1,2s
pα´ 1qp rHÓ

αpXA|A1Cqψ ´ RPAq . (15)

To transform this into a bound on the exponent of the error probability in the compression scheme, combine

(14) and (3) to obtain
PguesspẐ |Bn ŽqΨ ě FpΨX̂ A1nCn ,πX̂ bΨA1nCnq2

ě 2´DpΨX̂ A1nCn ,πX̂ bΨA1nCn q .
(16)

Then the error probability PerrpẐ |Bn ŽqΨ “ 1 ´ PguesspẐ |Bn ŽqΨ satisfies

PerrpẐ |Bn ŽqΨ ď pln2qDpΨX̂A1nCn ,πX̂ bΨA1nCnq , (17)

since 1 ´ 2´x ď pln 2qx for x ě 0. Thus by (11) we have

lim
nÑ8

´1
n log PerrpẐ |Bn ŽqΨ ě max

αPr1,2s
pα´ 1qplog d ´ rHÓ

αpXA|A1Cqψ ´ RPAq

“ max
αPr1,2s

pα´ 1qplog d ´ H̄
Ò
1{α

pZA|Bqψ ´ RPAq .
(18)

The rate of the compression protocol is simply RDC “ log d m
n “ log d ´ RPA, and therefore we obtain

lim
nÑ8

´1
n log PerrpẐ |Bn ŽqΨ ě max

αPr1{2,1s

1´α
α pRDC ´ H̄Ò

αpZA|Bqψq , (19)

for all rates RDC above log d ´ HpXA|A1Cqψ “ HpZA|Bqψ, where this last equality follows from the von

Neumann entropy version of (11).

Note that the sphere-packing bound of Cheng et al. [20, Theorem 2] has very nearly the same form:

lim
nÑ8

´1
n log PerrpẐ |Bn ŽqΨ ď sup

αPr0,1s

1´α
α pRDC ´ H̄Ò

αpZA|Bqψq , (20)

again for RDC ą HpZA|Bqψ. Whenever the optimal α in the sphere-packing bound is at least one-half, the

two bounds (19) and (20) agree. From the analogous behavior for the bounds on the channel coding error

exponent, we may surmise that this occurs for rates below a critical value, as at high enough rates zero-error

compression potentially becomes possible.

3.2 Channel coding

For suitably symmetric channels, the above result implies a tight lower bound on the coding error exponent.

Here we use symmetric to describe channels for which there is a simply transitive (or regular) group action

on the channel outputs, a unitary group representation V pgq such that for all inputs z, z1 there exists a unique
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group element g such that ϕpz1q “ V pgqϕpzqV pgq˚. At the risk of some ambiguity, let us label the group by

z itself via ϕpzq “ V pzqϕp0qV pzq˚. The optimal input distribution in the capacity expression for symmetric

channels is the uniform distribution, which follows from concavity of the function PZ ÞÑ IpZ : Bqψ. Here

ψZB “
ř

z PZpzq |zy xz|Z bϕBpzq. Hence the capacity of a symmetric channel is simply log d ´ HpZ |Bqψ with

uniform PZ in ψZB .

Irrespective of channel symmetry, any data compression scheme for uniform Zn relative to side informa-

tion Bn whose compressed output is size m can be used to construct a channel code of rate pn´mq{n with the

same or better probability of error. Any particular compressor output Ž “ ž defines a code tzn : f̌ pznq “ žu,

and the error probability of the compression scheme is the average of the (average) error probability for

determining zn from the state ϕBpznq for zn in the associated code. These states are the channel outputs, so

to construct a coding scheme we can just use the code which has the best error probability to transmit mes-

sages and use the decompressor as the decoder. The capacity considerations above ensure that the resulting

codes will achieve capacity for symmetric channels.

Hence, adapted to the case of channel coding, (19) implies that for any symmetric channel W and rate

R below the capacity of W

EpW,Rq “ lim
nÑ8

´1
n log PerrpW q ě max

αPr1{2,1s

1´α
α plog d ´ H̄Ò

αpZA|Bqψ ´ Rq , (21)

where ZA is uniform. To compare with existing results, it is easiest to convert this expression into the form

of the reliability function [4]:

E0ps, P,W q “ ´ log Trrp
ÿ

z

PZpzqϕBpzq
1{1`sq1`ss , (22)

E0ps,W q “ max
P

E0ps, P,W q . (23)

A somewhat tedious calculation gives, using (6),

log d ´ H̄Ò
α

pZA|Bqψ “ log d ` 1
α´1 log Trrψα

ZB
p1Z bσ‹

B
q1´αs

“ 1
α´1 log Trrψα

ZB
pπZ bσ‹

B
q1´αs

“ α
α´1 log Trrp

ÿ

z

1
dϕBpzqαq

1{αs .

(24)

Hence log d´H̄Ò
αpZA|Bqψ “ α

1´α E0p1´α
α , P 1,W q, where P 1 is the uniform distribution. Equivalently, E0ps, P 1,W q “

splog d ´ H̄
Ò
1{1`s

pZ |Bqψq.

As with the capacity, the uniform distribution P 1 is optimal in (23) for symmetric W . Holevo gives the

following necessary and sufficient condition for the optimal P‹ in (38) of [5]: For all z,

Trrϕpzq1{p1`sq
´ ÿ

z1

P‹pz1qϕpz1q1{p1`sq
¯s

s ě Trr
´ ÿ

z1

P‹pz1qϕpz1q1{p1`sq
¯1`s

s , (25)

with equality when P‹pzq ą 0. Specialized to the case of uniform P, this is just

Trrϕpzqαθ ss ě 1
d

ÿ

z1

Trrϕpz1qα θ ss , (26)

with θ “
ř

z1 ϕpz1qα and α“ 1{1`s. For symmetric channels we have

Trrϕpzqαθ ss “ Trrϕp0qαpV pzq˚θV pzqqss

“ Trrϕp0qα
´ ÿ

z1

`
V pzq˚ϕpz1qV pzq

˘α¯s

s “ Trrϕp0qαθ ss ,
(27)
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and (26) is satisfied. Therefore we may rewrite (21) as

EpW,Rq ě max
sPr0,1s

pE0ps,W q ´ sRq , (28)

This bound reproduces the bound found by Burnashev and Holevo [4] for CQ channels with pure state

outputs and compares favorably with Dalai’s sphere packing upper bound [10, Theorem 5],

EpW,Rq ď sup
sě0

pE0ps,W q ´ sRq . (29)

Moreover, the bounds reduce to the known results for classical channels. In light of the relation between

the extractor function and the encoding function described at the end of Section 2.2, the surjective Topelitz

matrices mentioned in [18] are also sufficient for achieving (28). The resulting codewords are systematic

encodings of the message, along with a kind of convolution of the message, though here the convolution

operation potentially involves the entire message, not just a limited portion of it.

4 Polynomial prefactors for the privacy amplification lower bound

Theorem 2 of Cheng et al. [20] establishes not just an upper bound on the error exponent, but a non-

asymptotic lower bound on the error probability itself. Defining ESPpRq “ supαPr0,1s
1´α
α pR ´ H̄Ò

α
pZA|A1Bqψ1 q,

they show that for large enough n

´
1

n
log PerrpẐ |Bn ŽqΨ1 ď ESPpRDCq `

1

2
p1 ` |E1

SP
pRDCq|q

log n

n
`

K

n
, (30)

for some constant K .

This bound can be applied to the setting of privacy amplification, by starting from (12) and |ψ1y instead

of (11) and |ψy. The privacy amplification problem is specified by the CQ state ψ1
XAC , which describes a

fully general prior probability PX for X and corresponding conditional states θC pxq. The associated data

compression problem is specified by the CQ state ψ1
ZAA1B

. Theorem 3 of [17] also states that

PguesspẐ |A1nBn ŽqΨ1 “ max
σ

FpΨ 1
X̂ Cn

,πX̂ bσCnq2 . (31)

In terms of the purification distance Ppρ,σq “
a

1 ´ Fpρ,σq2 involving the actual marginal, this gives

PerrpẐ |A1nBn ŽqΨ1 ď PpΨ 1
X̂ Cn

,πX̂ bΨ 1
Cnq2 . (32)

Combining this with (30) gives

´
1

n
log PpΨ 1

X̂ Cn
,πX̂ bΨ 1

Cnq ď
1

2
ESPpRDCq `

1

4
p1 ` |E1

SP
pRDCq|q

log n

n
`

K

2n
. (33)

We may express ESPprq in terms of ψ1
XAC using entropy duality as

ESPprq “ sup
αě1

pα´ 1qpr ´ log d ` rHÓ
αpXA|Cqψ1 q (34)

and then define ESP-PAprq “ ESPplog d ´ rq so that we have

ESP-PApRPAq “ sup
αě1

pα´ 1qp rHÓ
α

pXA|Cqψ1 ´ RPAq . (35)

Furthermore, E1
SP-PAprq “ ´E1

SPplog d ´ rq, and altogether we have (adjusting the constant K)

´
1

n
log PpΨ 1

X̂ Cn
,πX̂ bΨ 1

Cnq ď
1

2
ESP-PApRPAq `

1

4
p1 ` |E1

SP-PA
pRPAq|q

log n

n
`

K

n
. (36)

The first term in this expression gives the same n Ñ 8 limit reported in [19, Theorem 2]; the additional

terms give polynomial prefactors to the lower bound on the purification distance itself. Note that this bound

is valid only for extractors based on linear functions.
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5 Discussion

The lower bound (28) for symmetric channels lends credence to the idea that the sphere-packing upper

bound can be matched by random coding lower bounds for all CQ channels (at least for high enough rates).

New coding arguments are needed. Even in the case of symmetric channels we are left in the slightly

uncomfortable position of relying on privacy amplification arguments to infer the existence of very good

codes. It would also be interesting to extend the achievability results to the moderate deviation regime as

well as to establish the improved sphere-packing upper bound (36) for privacy amplification by more direct

arguments in order to lift the restriction to linear extractors.
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